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Freedom, Justice,

and EverydayLife

“I do not know with what weapons World WarIi! will be fought, but World War

IV will be fought with sticks and stones.”

—attributed to Albert Einstein, c. 1947

Essential Question: What changesaltered experiences of everyday life?

The 20th century brought significant change to the European continent. Two
total wars and migration affected populations. Globalization and consumerism

affected people’s everyday lives. For the first time, more people livedin cities

than in the rural countryside. Economic growth increased the number of

women in the workforce and changed how Europeansspent their free time.

Manyofthe cultural changes that began during the two world wars continued

in the second half of the century. More women received formal education and
took jobs outside their homes, and newpolitical parties and initiatives took

shape.

Human Suffering and Human Progress

The first half of the 20th century wasfilled with human suffering, economic

devastation, and a continentleft in ruins. In part because ofhow overwhelming
those years were, the second halfofthe century brought incredible improvements

in the standardofliving.

World WarI

The men who survived World War I—or the Great War or the War to End
All Wars, as it was called in the 1920s and 1930s—returned to a Europe of

economic,social, and cultural uncertainty.

World War I was a total war—onein which nations dedicate all their

resources to winning andtarget not only enemy combatantsbutalso the entirety
of the enemy country. World WarI is often consideredthe first total war, and

it had consequences that the working class in Europe had never seen. States

were forced to direct resources—financial, material, and human—into war-

related industries. The working class, therefore, began working jobs in heavy
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WRITE AS A HISTORIAN: EVALUATE THE RELEVANCE OF EVIDENCE

The following activities will help you review ways youcan evaluate evidence

and allow for opposing viewpoints.

Forthefollowing statements, choose the two best pieces ofevidence. Ifa piece

ofevidence seems biased orinaccurate or does not supportthe statement, do

not chooseitfor this exercise.

1. The majortrend of 20th-century European thoughtand culture

moved from an optimistic view that modernscience and technology

could solve the problems of humankindto the formation ofeclectic

and sometimes skeptical movements that doubted the possibility of

objective knowledge andofprogress.

a. a sample from the writings of existentialist author Jean-Paul Sartre

b. examples of post-modernist architecture and urban planning concepts

ce. a Cubist painting by Pablo Picasso

d. the outcomesof the Second Vatican Council

e. photographs and writings about anti-nuclear war demonstrations

2. By the mid-20th century, dramatic new medical technologies prolonged

life but created newsocial, moral, and economic problems.

a. writings of the 21st-century anti-vaccine movement

b. a description of the role eugenics played in Nazi Germany

c. a table of abortionstatistics from 1980 to 2000

d. examples of changing the genes of animals

e. an explanation of the benefits of fertility treatments

Forthefollowing statements, which evidence could best be used to demonstrate

an opposing viewpoint?

3. Itwas a mistake to develop nuclear weapons.

a. an examination of wars since 1945

b.statistics on deaths at Hiroshima and Nagasaki

4. Military technologies made genocide more possible.

a. photographs of the Nazi death camps

b. a comparison of the Holocaust and examplesofethnic cleansing in

Europe since 1945
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industry. Women’s work also changed. Women left textile and commercial
food processing jobs for employmentin metalworking and munitionsfactories.
Female workers were also becominghighly skilled in positions traditionally
held by men,

This surge of women in the workplace wasshort-lived, however. When
men returned from the war, they reclaimed the jobs taken by women. For
example, in 1917, women made up morethan 40 percent of France’s industrial
workforce. However, by 1926, that percentage had dropped to just under 29.
Nonetheless, the experience of womenduring the war had openedthe doorto
womenin the workforce.

As work became more concentrated in large factories in big cities, so
did the working-class population. A great divide soon opened between those
workers and the governments sponsoring the war effort. Worker frustration
grew as food supplies andofficial rations dropped and the number of working
hours grew. Increasing numbersofsoldiers returning home wounded—ornot
returning at all—only addedto discontent with governments. Oneresult ofthis
widespread frustration was a waveofstrikes and revolutions in various parts
of Europe.Strikes usually began over wages and food rations and then quickly
becamepoliticized as workers demanded an endto the war.

Councils In the midst of these strikes and revolutions, workers in some
countries established councils (called soviets in Russia), or democratic forms
of worker representation. At the end of a great rally, workers would elect
delegates to representtheir interests to employers andthe state. The councils
from differentfactories in a city would convene andconstitute the city council.
Usually workers elected well-respected local leaders, shop stewards, or other
unionrepresentatives to the councils.

Lost Generation The young adults of Europe andAmerica during World
WarI became knownas the Lost Generation. They were “lost” because many
of them were cynicalor disillusioned with the world after the war and were
either unwilling or unableto establish a settled life. The values this generation
inherited from its parents were no longerrelevant in the postwar world. The
new society they were suddenly a part of seemed hopelessly materialistic and
without a moral compass.

The term “Lost Generation” was coined byAmerican writer Gertrude Stein
and made popular by American writer Ernest Hemingwayin his novel The Sun
Also Rises, which captures this postwar disillusionment, The Lost Generation
also refers to Stein, Hemingway, and other American writers who came of age
during World WarI, settled in Europeafter the war, and established themselves
as writers in the 1920s.

Great Depression Atfirst the European economy after World War I was
very fragile. It was built on a delicate combination ofinternational loans (largely
from the United States), payments ofreparations, andrelatively weak foreign
trade. After the Dawes Plan wasestablished to help Germanypay reparations to
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the Allies, European economies began to improve. Then, on October 29, 1929,

the New York Stock Exchange crashed. The result was an economic collapse

now known as the Great Depression. By 1932, the economies of Europe were

performingat levels that were half those of 1929. Jobs became scarce as the

economy contracted. Without work, many families fell into abject poverty.

  

  

  

 

  
   

    

  

  

 

    

WIE autre ya

|Country| “Austria France Germany

|

Poland United Kingdom

| 1929 225,000 9,000 2,484,000 177,000 1,204,000

1930 239,000 44,000 3,041,000 289,000 1,694,000

1931 304,000 | 72,000 4,744,000 373,000 2,666,000

| 1932 o 417,000 347,000 6,034,000 360,000 2,660,000

1933 456,000 356,000 5,599,000 280,000 2,821,000      
   

Source: Lionel Robbins, The Great Depression (New York: Macmillan, 1936), 213.

World War II

Daily life was especially challenging for the German people after World War 1.

Germany was already in debt during the war, so the Treaty of Versailles that

ended World WarI left them in economic ruins. Thetreaty not only humiliated

Germans by forcing them to accept

full responsibility for the conflict,

but it also forced them to pay many

billions of dollars in reparations,

money paid to make amends for

a wrong. To pay the staggering

reparations and support German

workers who went on strike after

France and Belgium took over the

industrial Ruhr region, the Weimar

Republic—the German government

in place between the two world

wars—inflated the value of German

currency to the point that it became

worthless. Even wheelbarrows of
cash were not enough to buy daily

food.
Fromthe ashes ofWorld WarI, the

Great Depression, and the ineffective

Weimar Republic, Germany was
receptive to the message of a leader

 

Under the Weimar Republic, German currency such as Adolf Hitler and his Nazi

declined so muchin value that burning it was 5

cheaper than purchasingfirewood orcoal. Party. These factors ultimately led to

Credit: Library of Congress
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the second historically large war of the 20th century and even more human

suffering, especially for the Jewish population. The Holocaust ultimately

resulted in the mass murder of 90 percent of Jewish Poles and two-thirds of

the Jewish population of Europe. (For more on discrimination against Jews

underthe Nazis and the Holocaust, see Chapter 19.)

Ethnic Migrations

For most of the 19th century andfirst part of the 20th century, Europeans

had been emigrating to lands around the world. People, mostly from rural

areas, were fleeing poverty. They saw opportunities for themselves and their
children in countries such as the United States, Argentina, Brazil, South Africa

and Australia.
During the secondhalf of the 20th century, migration patterns reversed.

As Europe emerged from the chaosand destruction ofWorld WarII,it became

a prosperous region. Migrants from around the globe, many from former

colonies, streamed into Europe. By the end of the century, Europeans found

themselvesliving in multiethnic and multireligious communities.
Diversity created tensions in many European countriesin the last half ofthe

20th century and the early 21st century. Some native-born citizens complained

that immigrants did not assimilate as immigrants of the past had attempted to

do. On the other hand, some immmigrants felt discriminated against because
oftheir religion, ethnicity, or traditions. For example, France had a long debate

on whetherit should be legal for womento cover their face in public. For some

Muslim women,this was anissueofreligious liberty and cultural practice. For

some French, covering one’s face represented a security threat.

Postwar Populations The Jewish population suffered more dramatically

than any other duringWorld WarII. But wartooka toll on the general population

as well, especially in Germany and Russia. Germany suffered heavy losses
during the war, both in lives and industrial power. Nearly 9 percent of the

population waskilled, or as many as 7.5 million people. The country’s cities

were severely damagedby Allied forces’ bombingsat the end ofthe war, and

agricultural production was only 35 percent of whatit was before the war. The

population of Russia was devastated by World WarII. More than 15 percent of
the population—orroughly 16.8 million people—died during the war. China

suffered more than 20 million casualties.

Class Hierarchies During the postwar era, there was much less of a
division betweenpeople living in the city and thoseliving in the country. Rural

areas and occupationsstill existed, of course, but the lines between cities and

villages blurred after 1945 as people’s lives became moresimilar. The lines

between classes therefore also changed after the war. Europe saw a tremendous

rise in the impact of its middle class. Managers and experts replaced property

ownersandtitle holders in positions of authority. Western Europeans suddenly
had upward mobility, or the ability to move from one class to another by means

of one’s ownabilities and aspirations.
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ConsumerCulture

The rise of Europe’s middle class and its involvement in an increasingly

global economy exposed people to new goods, ideas, and practices. After

World WarIL, mass-production technologies that were perfected in munitions
factories were turned to producing consumable products at rates never before

seen. A new consumerculture was emerging. In it, domestic comforts such

as electricity, indoor plumbing,plastics, and synthetic fibers madelife easier.

Manyhistoriansattribute the rise in a consumer-driven Europeto a desire to

emulate American-style consumerism. The postwar years saw unprecedented

prosperity both in the United States and Europe. That, coupled with ongoing
and rapid industrialization, only fueled the European consumer boom. The

era has been called the Age of the Automobile because of the widespread

availability of commodities and the new liberated, mobile style oflife.

Communication and Transportation

Two world wars had devastated Europe and demandedfull attention on survival.

During the secondhalf of the 20th century, however, Europeans’ focus was no

longeron survival on the homefrontor victory at war. Rather, people focused

on the ease of domestic life and the technology that could achieveit.

Radios and Television Technology in the home became a great social

equalizer. No longerdidpeople needtovisit the theateror cinemaforentertainment,
which only the better off could afford. Instead, mass production of radios and

televisions brought entertainmentdirectly to living rooms, regardless of social

class or standing. Millions of people from all walksoflife could enjoy the same

entertainment experience simultaneously. Tastes converged across classes and

cultures, from the most remote rural areas to the busiest city centers. The 1954

World Cup, for example, was broadcast throughout Europe by the newly created
Eurovision network. The wide audience for that game demonstrated not only the

proliferation of the television in the lives of all Europeans, but also the common

way people choseto spend their new abundance ofleisure time.

Telephones and Computers Othertechnological innovations also swept

through Europe after the wars. The telephone madeit easier for individuals to

communicate and for businesses to be productive. Later, the cell phone made

such communication even easier and widespread. Few innovations were as

influential as the computer. Early computers existed as early as the 1940s, but

they were large, cumbersome,and slow. From thelate 1950sto the mid-1970s,
the computer grew from a purely scientific instrument to an integral part of

enterprises. Computers made for home use became widespreadin the 1980s.

The computer’s related technology, the Internet, emerged in the United
States in the 1970s, but it was not available to the general population until the

1990s. As unifying as radio and television may have been,the Internet is an

unparalleled equalizer. In most countries, many people have access to a wide

range of information and can connect with most other people at any time. By the
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beginning of the 21st century, approximately 360 million people were estimated

to haveaccessto the Internet. As pervasive as the Internet’s influence was at the

time, that wasstill only 6 percent of the world’s total population.

Transportation As advances in communication connected people

remotely, transportation advances connected them physically. Throughout

Europe at the beginning of the 20th century, populations clustered around

railroad destinations. With automobile ownership, populations became even
more mobile. Infrastructure that once built airplanes to bomb enemiesinstead.

built airplanes to transport leisure travelers across countries and over oceans.

The world was becoming smaller, and social movements were beginning to

take shape.

The Influence of Feminism

During the early 20th century, daily life in Europe was focused on survival.
Many womenleft their traditional roles as mothers and caretakers to work

in munitionsfactories and other male-dominatedfields. As Europeans moved

beyond the conflicts and settled into the second half of the century, women

began to have opportunities and choices as never before. Feminist movements

emerged throughout Europe as women’s advocates fought for their causes.

Roles of Women

Women on both sides of the conflict during World WarII joined the armed

services in large numbers. Hundreds of thousands of women served in

auxiliary—or support—positions such as nurses, ambulance drivers, and
office workers. They also played significant roles in resistance movements,

whichoften took them into enemy territory. Women in Yugoslavia even fought

alongside menonthe front lines. In Russia, almost 800,000 womenserved in

the armed forces, someas pilots and snipers. In Britain, more than 640,000

women served in the armed forces during World War IT. Atfirst, only single
women, aged 20 to 30, were called to serve, but by mid-1943, almost 90

percent of single women and 80 percent of married women were working in

factories or directly with the armed forces.

Waralso brought an increased demand forlabor on the home front. Women

made up muchof the shortfall. The British workforce grew by half a million
between 1939 and 1943, and women—many of whom had previously been

unemployed—contributed 80 percent of that. This surge of women into the

workforce happened during World WarI as well, but womenleft the workforce

as soon as men returned from war. After World WarII, however, the change

was more lasting. Unemployment in Britain was wiped out. In the Soviet
Union, where women were already widely employed before World War II,

more than half the labor force was female by 1942.

Childcare Facilities Before the two world wars, there waslittle or no

need for anyone outside the hometo take care of children. Wealthy families
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hired live-in help. But as womenincreasingly left the home to go to work,

the need for childcare outside of homes grew. State-led expansion of Early

Childhood Care and Education (ECCE)services first emerged in the Russian

Federation in the early 20th century to encourage women to participate equally

in work and public life. In both Russia and Western Europe, such programs
also served to provide an education at as young an age as possible. These

programseventually led to preschool programs and modern-day kindergarten.

Efforts of Feminists

World War I brought about women’s suffrage, or the right to vote, through
muchof Europe. The recognition of the vital contribution women made to the

war effort led to the widespread belief that women should be granted the right

to vote. The battle was harder fought in some countries than others. France

didn’t allow womento vote until 1944, Italy in 1946, Belgium in 1948, and

Greece in 1952. In neutral Switzerland, women didn’t gain the right to vote
until 1971.

But beyond voting rights, women’s status at home and in the
workplace waslittle changed in the early 20th century. Society after World

War I was male-dominated. Women werestill largely discriminated against in
the labor market, especially married women.Ifpaid employmentwasavailable,

it was only in “women’s jobs,”such as nursing, teaching, and secretarial work.

In education, too, women continued to struggle. While more women began to

study at universities between 1900 and 1940, the percentage wasstill small.

In Spain and Greece, for example, only about 7 percent of university students

were female.

Second-Wave Feminism Thefirst wave of feminism in the 19th andearly

20th centuries focused mostly on public issues, such as women’s suffrage and

legal rights. Building on these achievements, second-wave feminism, or
the women’s movement, addressed more personal issues, including family,

sexuality, and professional ambition. It was largely a response to the postwar

ideal of the domesticated housewife and the inherent limitations that ideal

placed upon women. Second-wave feminism peaked in the 1960s and 1970s,

after it had successfully expanded choices for women bothinside their homes
and in the workplace.

Simone de Beauvoir French writer, philosopher, and feminist Simone

de Beauvoir is best known for her 1949 book Le Deuxiéme Sexe, or The

Second Sex. In it, she writes about the need to abolish what she called the

myth of the “eternal feminine.” To her, this myth wasthe traditional view of

womenthat limited their opportunities for intellectual development and for

workopportunities. She also wrote about the need for women to bepolitically

active, to engage in debate and advocate for equality. De Beauvoir advanced
the conceptthatall individuals—regardless of gender—shouldbe afforded the

same opportunities. Her works becamea staple of feministliterature.
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Womenthroughout Europe protested against inequality in the workplace. The German words onthis sign
say “Equalpay for equal work for men and women.”

Credit: Getty Images

Population Growth

Tn 1913—before World War I—almost 500 million people lived in Europe. By

1950—after World War II—this figure reached almost 600 million. However,

the growth varied by country. The countries that suffered the highest loses in

war, such as Poland and Germany, grew more slowly. The Soviet population,

for example, was 26 million smaller in 1946 than it had been in 1941.

Changesin the birth rate had mixed impact onthe size of the population.
The absence of men during war, combined with the death of so many men in

battle, reduced birth rates during both major wars. Then, following each war,

couples that had put off having children during war began to have children

again. Many countries had a baby boom—asharp increasein the birth rate. To

someextent, this made up forthe decline in birth rate during the wars.
The short-term effects of the war occured within a longer term decline in

birth rates. The spread of birth control and education about family planning

reduced the size of families. To counter this trend, some states provided

families with financial incentives to have more children. The Soviets began

making such payments as early as 1936.
The significant cause of population growth was a steep decline in death

rates. In 1910,life expectancy at birth in Western Europe was around 55 years.

Forty yearslater, people were more commonly living to be 65 orolder. Thefall

in the mortality rate was largely the result of the greater emphasis on public

hygiene and advances in medicine. Better treatment of sewage, improvements
in housing, and campaignsto improvehealth and nutrition for pregnant women
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all contributed. So did improvements in drugs andhealth care. In particular,

growing knowledge about neonatalism, or the care of infants, helped more

children survive the dangerous months following birth.

Options for Women

Manystates throughout Europe created job opportunities for women.Initially,

these jobs were in fields traditionally dominated by females. For example,

right after World WarII, Britain’s newly created National Health Service

first employed women as nurses, midwives, and clerical staff. Opportunities

soon emerged throughout Britain in fields such as banking,textiles, and light

industries such as electronics. The overall proportion of womenin the British

workforce increased from 46 percent in 1955 to 51 percent in 1965. Still, jobs

were typically segregated by gender, with work categorized as “women’s

work”typically paying less money than other jobs. Many womenalsostill
faced the “marriage bar,” which prevented married women from entering the
workforce.

By the 1960s, attitudes toward women—both in employment and in

general—started to shift noticeably. Employers beganto allow married women
to work for wages, at least part-time. Countries passed laws makingit illegal

to fire a womanif she became pregnant. Divorce laws became morelenient

throughout Europe, and women’s studies programs emergedat colleges and

universities. Record numbers of women ran for—and started winning—

political office. Wome were becoming more integrated into the workforce, a
trend that continued into the 21st century.

The Pill In the 1950s, family planning advocate Margaret Sangerraised

$150,000 to fund research for a birth controlpill, a pill that a women could

be taken to prevent pregancy. In 1960, the pill, as it became known, was
approvedfor use in the United States. It was soon available throughout much

of Europe. The pill provided women with much greater control over their

ownfertility and helped families plan when to have children. However, it was

controversial. The Roman Catholic Church and some otherreligious groups
opposedthe use ofthe pill.

Scientific Fertilization Alternate methods offertilization gave women

a different type of freedom. The process of in vitro fertilization (IVF)
fertilizes the egg outside the woman’s body and then implants the embryos.

Women who wish to have children on their own are able to do so without a
male partner, needing only a male donor. Couples who are unableto conceive
children naturally also have IVF asan option.

Womenin Politics

Thanks in large part to suffrage movements and second-wave feminism,

womenin the latter half of the 20th century began to obtain political power.

Throughout Europe, womenattained political positions previously held only
by men.
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Margaret Thatcher of Great Britain Margaret Thatcher was the leader

of the Conservative Party and became the country’s first female prime minister

in 1979. Her stated goal was to break with what she consideredto be the failed

practices of the Labour Party. The term Thatcherism became synonymous

with her economic policies, including cuts in public spending and tax cuts for

high-incomeearners. The term is still used to describe such policies.
Anotherof Thatcher’s goals was to make Britain more competitive in the

global marketplace by reducing the number of trade unions and privatizing

parts of the economy that were under government control. Her attempts to

privatize such institutions as the National Health Service were not popular,

though she wasstill elected to a third term. She ultimately resigned in 1990

amid conflicts within her own party over European integration.

Mary Robinson of Ireland Mary Robinson became the first female

president of Ireland in 1990. As president, Robinson worked to convey to the

rest of the world a more modern image ofIreland, and she did so by taking
on a more prominent role than had past presidents. Robinson was strongly

committed to human rights. She was the first head of state to visit Somalia

after its civil war in 1992. Two yearslater, she was the first to visit Rwanda

after a period of genocide.

Shortly before Robinson’s term as president expired, she took up the post
of United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights (UNHCHR).In that

role, she made humanrights at both the national andregional levels priorities

ofheroffice.

Edith Cresson of France Edith Cresson wasthefirst female premier of
France, serving from May 1991 to April 1992. Cresson worked to improve

France’s industrial competitiveness and to reduce social inequities. She was

replaced after just one year, however, because of rising unemployment and

declining support for her Socialist Party.

In 1995, Cresson was appointed to serve as European Commissioner for
Science, Research, and Education. She and the entire European Commission

resigned in 1999 becauseofalleged fraud andcorruption.

New Voices in Society

As feminism foundits foothold in the world that emerged after the two world

wars, so did many other political, intellectual, and social movements. As

individuals became more empowered, new voices found a place in European

society.

Environmentalism and Green Parties

By the 1960s, the rapid industrialization of the previous century had created
significant environmental problems. Environmentalists argued that Europe

was bound for ecological disaster if it failed to adopt practices that were
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more sustainable. They challenged the traditional economic and political

establishmentto adopt policies that were sensitive to the environment.

This movement included not only environmental conservation but also

broaderissuesoflifestyle. The oil crisis of 1973, for example, in which a ban
on oil trade drove down fuel supplies and drove up prices, helped spark the

European environmental movement.

To try to gain a voice in political policy, environmentalists formed

Green Parties—political parties whose main focus is on the environment or

ecology-oriented ideals. Such parties began to form in the 1970s. An umbrella
organization known as the European Greens was founded in Brussels,

Belgium,in January 1984.

The first and most successful Green Party was die Grünen, founded in

West Germany primarily by Herbert Gruhl andPetra Kelly in 1979. The party

was formedby a collective of roughly 250 separate environmental groups.Its
primary goal wasto rally public support aroundtheissues of nuclear energy

and pollution. By the end of the 1980s, almost every country in Western and

Northern Europe hadits own version of the Green Party.

Other Political and Social Movements

Several other movements rose alongside the feminists and Greens after World

WarII. Though the groupsall had different aims, each wasfighting for some

sort of social change. Most of the movements saw some degree of success,

though some brought about more changethan others.

Youth Revolts of 1968 A generation that had experienced neither

economicdepressionnortotal war cameofage in the 1960s. It wasalso thefirst

generation to grow up underthe threat ofnuclear destruction. The combination

of forces created tensions between older and younger people around the world
knownas the generation gap.

As a movement, young people criticized existing institutions and beliefs

while also calling for greater political and personal freedoms. Students felt

that leadership—either of their governments or educationalinstitutions—was

moreinterested in global security than in providing opportunity. In this period,
for the first time, echoes from the United States had an important effect on

student action in Europe.

Several events led to massive student unrest in 1968. The year opened

with young people in Czechoslovakia protesting against Communist Party

rule. Their action there inspired movements in Rome andParis. In France, the

Maystudent revolts against consumerism, capitalism, and traditional values
sparkedlabor strikes as well, with 11 million workers walking off their jobs.

Other student outbreaks soon followed, from London to Yugoslavia. The

student movements produced few immediate concrete gains, but they raised

awarenessof persistent class divisions that seemed to prevent real democracy
from taking hold in Europe. The students’ efforts also highlighted gender

divisions that would spark the women’s movement.
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GOALS OF UPRISINGS IN EUROPEIN 1968
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Gay and Lesbian Movements Organized movements for gay, lesbian,

bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) people may have started after other

movements in Europe, but individuals in this group had a long history of
struggle. Discrimination was widespread and legal. Aversion therapy—orthe

practice of attempting to rid an individual of homosexual tendencies—was

practiced in most Western countries from the 1950s to the 1960s, often using

painful electric shock therapy.
In France, the beginning of the gay liberation movement is commonly

identified as May 1, 1971. A small group of protestors interrupted France’s

popular May Day celebrations. A decade later, in 1981, there were mass

demonstrations against laws that supported discrimination against LGBT

people. Since 1995, gays and lesbians have obtained full legal rights throughout

Europe, althoughsocial rights have not been achieved everywhere.
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Immigrants as Targets

Because of the economic growth of the 1950s and 1960s, many “guest

workers” from southern Europe, Asia, and Africa immigrated to Western and
Central Europe. After the economic downturn of the 1970s, these workers and

their families often became targets of anti-immigrant agitation and extreme

nationalist political parties. In France, for example, the right-wing National

Rallypolitical party supports French nationalism and controls on immigration,

and it has been accused of encouraging xenophobia, or an intense fear or
dislike of people from other countries, and anti-Semitism. The Freedom Party

of Austria, founded in 1956, also argued for stricter controls on immigration

and has warnedagainst the “over-foreignization” ofAustrian society.
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European Integration

After decades of global conflict, several factors contributed to European

countries’ desire for greater cooperation. For the French in particular, such

cooperation was a meansto keep an eye on Germany, a country that occupied
it twice in the 20th century. There was also a growing sense that economic

rationalization and cooperation were needed to end wasteful competition

and ease tensions between nations. Concerns about the Soviet Union further
encouraged unity.

Steps to a Unified Europe

After World WarII, Europeanstookexplicit steps toward reducing nationalism.

The measures Europeanleaders put into place were designed to promote both

economicandpolitical integration. Leaders hoped that integration would lead
people to see peaceasin theirself-interest.

Further, these meassures tried to change how people thought about

themselves, The goal was to establish a shared Europeanidentity. Just as

the developmentof nationalism in the 19th century had overcome regional

divides, internationalism might overcomenational divides.

To aid in Europe’s postwar economic recovery,the United States provided

$13 billion, or roughly $140 billion in modern-day currency. As part of the
Marshall Plan, the United States stipulated that European nations must

spend the money cooperatively. The first step in European unification,

the Organization for European Economic Cooperation (OEEC), was
established to administer Marshall Plan funds.

Member states France, West Germany, Italy, Belgium, Luxembourg,

and the Netherlands continued to work together toward postwar economic

recovery. The European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) was established

in 1951. It combined and administered Europe’s vital steel and coal resources

and also established an assembly—later named the European Parliament—
as well as a court.It also collected tax income. The mainarchitect ofthe ECSC

was Robert Schuman of France, who hoped that it would make war between

France and Germany “not merely unthinkable, but materially impossible.”

In 1957, the original member nations of the ECSC signed the Treaty of

Rome, which established the European Economie Community (EEC), more

commonly referred to as the Common Market. Britain, Ireland, and Denmark

later joined the EEC in 1973. They lifted almostall trade restrictions among

the memberstates. In 1986, the Single European Act allowed citizens to move
freely among the membernations.

The Maastricht Treaty of 1991 led to the establishment of a common
currency, the Euro, though the actual papercurrency and coins didn’t go into

circulation until 2002. The treaty also allowed European nations to cooperate

in areas such as security and environmentalaffairs, and it also resulted in a

name change from EECto the European Union (EU).
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Modern Europe

Membership in the EU became a perpetual balancing act. People in each

country had to weigh the benefits against the costs.
EU membership provided countries with many advantages. For example,

tax-free trade allowed businessesto sell their products more easily in a wider

market. Free movementforcitizens across borders made travel for work and

tourism easy. Sharing a common currency made every financial transaction
simpler. Greater political cooperation made addressing cross-border problems,

such as pollution, more effective. These advantages help explain why Europe

underthe EU hadits most peaceful and prosperousperiod in many centuries.

However, many countries disliked some of the restrictions on their

autonomy. For example, no member could use the death penalty. Wealthier
countries sometimes resented helping support poorer ones. Economic

integration brought greater stability and prosperity overall, but it also meant

that an economic problem in one country could have greater impact on other

countries. Further, some countries feared the loss of their own distinct culture.

They wanted to protect their language andtheir traditions from becomingjust

part of a general European one.
Another difficulty EU member nations faced was determining if, when,

and howto leave. In 2016, British citizens voted to exit the EU. This move

became knownas Brexit. Negotiations between Britain andthe rest of Europe

over separation proved very complicated.
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The vote on whether to remainin the European Union was
hotly contested in the United Kingdom. Some viewed the EU
as a continuation of Churchill’s policies of working closely
with Europeanallies. Others supported leaving because they
thought membership infringed on the country’s independence.
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HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES: WHATIS THE FUTURE OF
NATIONALISM?

Modernnation-states began to emerge with Great Britain and France in the 18th

century. In the following twocenturies, nation-states spread throughout Europe

and other parts of the world. By World WarII, nationalism reached a new

level of intensity in the governments ofItaly, Germany, and Japan. However,

following the war, nationalism seemed to decline. Scholars who study nation-

states disagreed on howlong nation-states werelikely to last.

The Impact of Globalization Between the end of World War II and the 1980s,

Europeans broke downnational barriers to make trade and movementeasier.

In this context, in 1989, British historian Eric Hobsbawmpredicted that nation-

states would decline aroundthe world. He argued that nation-states developed

along with capitalism and played an important role in globalization. They

provided the order and organization necessary for states to participate in the

global economy. However, Hobsbawmbelieved that the world was embarking

on a new eraof globalization marked bythe free flow of goods andcapital. In

this newera, the time for nation-states was passing.

Hobsbawm’s theory gained support in the 1990s. For example, French

diplomat Jean-Marie Guéhenno based his book, The End of the Nation-State,

on the rising power of supranational organizations such as the European Union

and United Nations. However, it was not until the explosion of the Internet

that Hobsbawm’s point about the diminishing powerof the nation-state in a

borderless world was clearly demonstrated.

The Continued Need for Nation-States In the 1990s andthefirst decade of

the 21st century, nationalism reasserted its power in Europe. In conflicts in the

Balkansand in reactions against globalization, Europeans demonstrated their

desire for nation-states. In 2011, Hedva Ben-Israel, a historian of European

nationalism, argued that Hobsbawm and Guéhennowere wrong. She believed

that nation-states will remain. Ben-Israel pointed out that the nation-state

emerged as a response to the decline of feudalism. It united people under the

governmentof their choosing, promising equal citizenship. The community

that developed around that government forged its own cultural identity, one

with a language andhistory that is preserved and shared through an organized

educational system. Nationalism and the accompanying nation-states are not

another 19th-century ideology that defined modern societies, nor merely a

cultural identity, but rather a form ofpolitical organization that continues to

evolve. Ben-Israel noted that no matter how interconnected the world might

become, one global government seems impossible. In light of this, success in

a competitive, globalized world requires the stability that only a nation-state

can provide.
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Political economist Dani Rodrik shared this view,stating that it may be popular

to argue for the end of the nation-state, but nation-states are “the best placed

entity to regulate and legitimize markets.” Without such regulation, Rodrik

warned aboutthe challenges of globalization and misplaced patriotism used

to address them.

The Return of the City-State The Brexit vote in 2016 seemed to support

the argument that people would resist globalization and wanted more local

control. Jamie Bartlett, a British social media analyst, argued that nation-

states might indeed decline, but not as Hobsbawm predicted. Bartlett did

not believe that greater global cooperation would bring about the end of

nation-states. Rather, he suggested that nation-states were a relic of the

19th century, and they wouldprove too inefficient to operate in a fast-paced

global world. He explained that nation-states could not control information,

crime, businesses, borders, or even money supplies, but he also argued that

international organizations could not control these either. Instead, Bartlett

explored the possibility of the reemergence of city-states. He looked back

to the success of Venice and the Hanseatic League centuries earlier. As the

world continuedto distribute and decentralize, the future “looks far brighter

for the modern, connected,agile city.”

KEY TERMS BY THEME

Governance European Union (EU) Economics

total war Brexit Great Depression
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Treaty of Versailles Lost Generation Organization for
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Thatcheri sulitage Cooperation (OEEC)
etenenism second-wavefeminism European Economic

European Greens baby boom Community (EEC)

die Grünen neonatalism Common Market
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in vitro fertilization (IVF)
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MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTIONS

Questions 1-3 refer to the passage below.

“The restrictions that education and custom impose on [a] woman limit her

grasp ofthe universe..... Thegirl today can certainly go out alone,stroll in the

Tuileries; but I have already said how hostile the street is: eyes everywhere,

hands waiting: if she wanders absentmindedly . . . an unpleasantincident can

quickly occur; she must inspire respect by the way she dresses and behaves:

this concern rivets her to the ground and [to] self. ‘Her wings are clipped.’ At

eighteen, T. E. Lawrence went on a grand tourthrough Franceby bicycle; a

young girl would never be permitted to take on such an adventure . . . . Yet

such experiences have aninestimable impact: this is how an individualin the

headiness of freedom and discovery learnsto look at the entire world as his

fief... .[The girl] . .. never stands upin frontofit, unique and sovereign. . . .

Women’s actions have never been more than symbolic agitation; they

have won only what men have been willing to concede to them; they have

taken nothing; they have received. . . . [T]hey lack the concrete meansto

organize themselves into a unit that could posit itself in opposition. . . .

[U]nlike the proletariat, they have no solidarity of laboror interests; they even

lack their own space... . They live dispersed among men,tied by homes,

work, economic interests, and social conditions to certain men—fathers or

husbands—moreclosely than to other women.”

Simonede Beauvoir, The Second Sex, 1949

1. De Beauvoir described womenas the “second sex” because

a) they were created after men accordingto the Bible

b) they have been defined in relation to men

ec) they have accomplished muchless than men

d) they lack the ambition to be as prominent as men

2. The above passageis a reflection of an understanding that

a) women’s roles were formed by association with other women

b) women’s encounters in the world were fostering new creativity

©) women's societalrolesstill faced inequality

d) women’s relationships provided an opportunity for significant change

3. Which mostshifted the perspective on women’sroles in society?

a) Women’s economic production during World WarII

b) Increased resistance to women’s suffrage

c) The postwar baby boom

d) The increase in women’slife expectancy
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Questions 4—5 refer to the timeline below.

 

 

ea ees

Date Development
 

 

1960 First large-scale trials of oral contraceptive pills were conducted.
 

1961 Pills were approved for use but were available only to married women.
They were high-dosagepills that contained seven timesthe levelof

hormonesaspills today.
 

1974 Clinics could prescribepills for single women.
 

2011 Approximately 70 percent of adult women had usedoral contraceptive

pills at some pointin their lives.   
 

4. Whattrend in society might be partially explained by the

developments described in the chart?

a) A decrease in the birth rate

b) A decrease in the age of marriage

€) An increasein the divorce rate

d) An increasein the marriage rate

5. The developments described in the chart were part of which larger

historical development after 1945?

a) A decrease in the number of women who workedoutside the

home

b) A decrease in the role of government research and regulation in

everyday life

c) Anincrease in conflicts between men and womenoverthe role

ofwomen in society

d) An increase in the importance of science and technology in

everydaylife
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Questions 6-8 refer to the two passages below.

“The movementofcoalandsteel between membercountries will immediately

be freed from all customs duty . . .. Conditions will gradually be created which

will spontaneously provide for the morerational distribution of production at

the highest level of productivity.”

Robert Schuman, Schuman Declaration, May 9, 1950

“British citizens are able to travel, study, work,retire, get fairer legal redress

and obtain free medical help anywhere in Europe, without restrictions. We

work together better to stop international gangs bringing drugs, terrorism

and illegal immigrants into our country. It provides a network oftrade, aid

and cooperation that covers most of the world, giving us greater influence,

stability and prosperity.”

British Foreign Secretary Jack Straw, message to House of

Commons,June 16, 2004

6. The organization discussedin the first passage was formed because of a

desire to

a) prevent France and Germany from going to war

b) stop the trading of goods such as drugs across the European

continent

e) offer a viable alternative to the United Nations

d) provide a means to address the post-World WarII rise of the Soviet

Union

7. Onedifference between the organizations discussed in these two

passagesis that the one described by Straw

a) focused on forming a military force that fought in areas such as

Bosnia

b) reached out to Eastern European countries, including the Czech

Republic

©) required that the United Kingdom endits use of its own currency

d) included the United States and Canada as members

8. A historian could use these two passages to support which argument

about Europe between 1945 and 2004?

a) Nations were breaking apart becauseof ethnic tensions.

a) Europeans were identifying more strongly with their nation.

b) Local governments were taking over functions that national

governments had performed before World WarII.

c) Nation-states were becoming less important andinternational

organizations were becoming more important.
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SHORT-ANSWER QUESTIONS

1. Use the passage to answerall parts of the question that follows.

“After World War II the German economylay in shambles. The war, along with

Hitler’s scorched-earth policy, had destroyed 20 percentofall housing. Food produc-

tion per capita in 1947 was only 51 percentofits level in 1938, and the official food

ration set by the occupying powers varied between 1,040 and 1,550 calories per day.

Industrial output in 1947 wasonly one-third its 1938 level. Moreover, a large per-

centage of Germany’s working-age men were dead. . . .[O]bservers thought that West

Germany would have to bethe biggest client of the U.S. welfarestate; yet, twenty

years later its economy was envied by most of the world. And less than ten years

after the war people already were talking about the German economic miracle.”

»David R. Henderson, “German Economic ‘Miracle,

The Concise Encyclopedia ofEconomics

a) Explain ONEpiece of evidence that supports Henderson’s argument

regarding the German economic miracle following World WarII.

b) Explain ONEpiece of evidence that supports why a similar

transformation did not occurin at least one other part of Europe

following World WarII.

c) Provide ONE argument to explain the difference between your

responsesin parts a and b.

2. Use the passage to answerall parts of the question that follows.

“Around 1950, participation in higher education worldwide wasstill very

low for both sexes but, still, enrollment rates for men were more than

double those for women. From the 1960s onwards, participation in tertiary

[post-secondary] education rapidly expanded. Initially, this expansion

disproportionately involved men, leading to a widening of the gender gap

in higher education. However, from the 1970s onwards, the gap began to

shrink.”

Jan Van Bavel, “The Mid-Twentieth Century Baby Boom

and the Changing Educational Gradient in Belgian Cohort

Fertility,” Demographic Research, March 2014

a) Describe ONE cause for low female participation in post-secondary

education in Europe prior to 1950.

b) Describe ONE cause for the increase in female participation in post-

secondary education in Europeafter 1950.

c) Explain ONEpolitical, social, or economic factor that contributed to

the cause youidentified in part b.
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LONG-ESSAY QUESTIONS

1. Evaluate the impact of modern feminist movements onthe daily life of

women post-1945.

2. Evaluate the extent to which European political and economic integration

created a more unified Europe.

REFLECT ON THE CHAPTER ESSENTIAL QUESTION

1. In one to three paragraphs,explain the changesthat altered experiences

of everydaylife.

WRITE AS A HISTORIAN: WRITE AN ESSAY

This chapter summarizesthe skills that are useful for writing essays for the AP®

exam. More generally, they are helpful in thinking and communicating clearly

abouthistory.

Time Periods

Period 1: c. 1450 to c. 1648

Period 2: c. 1648 to c. 1815

Period 3: c. 1815 to c. 1914

Period 4: c. 1914 to the Present

Practices

Practice 1: Analyze historical evidence, including primary and secondary

sources

Practice 2: Argument development

Reasoning Skills

Skill 1: Contextualization

Skill 2: Comparison

Skill 3: Causation

Skill 4: Continuity and Change over Time

Themes

Interaction of Europe and the World (INT)

Poverty and Prosperity (PP)

Objective Knowledge and Subjective Visions (OS)
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States and OtherInstitutions of Power (SP)

Individual and Society (IS)

National and European Identity (NI)

Free Responses and Essays

Part I has three short-answer questions — two on required topics (1600-

2001) and one for which you choose between two topics (1450-1815 or

1815-present). All three questions ask you to describe or explain examples of

historical evidence. Forty minutes total, worth 20 percent of the exam.

+ Question 1 asks you to analyze secondary sources (respond to a

historian’s argument).

* Question 2 assesses the skill of either causation or continuity and change

over time. You will probably be asked to respondto a stimuli, either a

primary sourceor a visual.

* Question 3 assesses whichever skill was not used for Question 2. You

will be asked to respond to general propositions about Europeanhistory.

Part II has one document-based question (topics from 1600-2001). Sixty

minutes (includes a 15-minute reading period), worth 25 percentofthe exam.

+ You must incorporate all or most of the seven documents into your

answer.

+ You need to explain authorship and significance of the documents(view,

purpose,point of view, audience, and context).

Part II has one long-essay question. You get to choose from three options,

all of which feature the same theme and reasoning skill (period choices are

1450-1648, 1648-1914, and 1815-present). The questions focus on large-

scale topics from the course. Forty minutes, worth 15 percent of the exam.

Which ofthe following strategies might be most useful in reviewing European

history? Chooseall that apply.

1. Take timed practice exams to pace yourself on the writing portions.

2. Create study note cards with brief outlines for a essays on core topics.

3. Read history essays, and evaluate whether they are well-written and

persusive.

4. Review the special features of your textbook to be sure you know

specific historical events, their time frames, and important vocabulary.

5. Look at sample documents from DBQsacrossdifferent periods.

Practice interpreting the documentsin them.
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PERIOD 4: Review

DOCUMENT-BASED QUESTION1

Directions: Question 1 is based on the accompanying documents. The documents
have been edited for the purposeof this exercise. You are advised to spend 15
minutes planning and 45 minutes writing your answer.

In your response you should dothefollowing:

* Thesis: Make a defensible claim that establishes a line of reasoning and

consists of one or more sentences found in one place.

* Contextualization: Relate the argumentto a broader historical context.

* Document Evidence: Use content from at least six documents.

+ Outside Evidence: Use one piece of evidence not in the documents.

+ DocumentSourcing: Explain how or whythe point of view, purpose,situation,
or intended audienceis relevant for at least three documents.

» Analysis: Showtherelationships amongpiecesof historical evidence and use

them to support, qualify, or modify an argument.

1. Explain the ideas associated withthe interwaryears and the various

consequencesofthese ideas.

Document 1

Source: Rudolph Nadolny, speech accepting the Nobel Prize in physics on

behalf of Albert Einstein, December 10, 1922

Since Professor Einstein is prevented by his journey to the Far East from

receiving the high honors of the NobelPrize himself, I have the task and the

honor of receiving his prize from the handsofthe King... .

But I may beable to draw a parallel between what concerns us tonight and

what is subject to my competence—notthatin politics relativity is at least as

valid as in space—but that the Nobel Foundation, by encouraging and rewarding

the pursuit of the highest goals of humanity, the cultural communityofnations,

is also an internationalpolitical organ, and that Alfred Nobel, by placing the

scientific achievementat such a high levelhe raised his pedestal above the

peoples, and at the same time made his country the refuge ofhis ideas, to unite

the peoplesin cultural competition, to perform diplomatic service in the best

sense, combiningthe highest service of the Fatherland with the noblest service

of humanity. . .. The Nobel Prize winnerEinstein is not only a scholar and

researcher, but also an enthusiastic priest of reconciliation. 
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